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Abstract

This work will lie in the intersection between
fast parsing and low-resource languages. Recent
work has proposed encodings to cast parsing as
sequence labeling (Spoustová and Spousta, 2010;
Strzyz et al., 2019; Gómez-Rodrı́guez et al., 2020;
Li et al., 2018; Kiperwasser and Ballesteros, 2018).
This approach computes a linearized tree of a sentence of length n in n tagging actions, providing
a good speed/accuracy trade-off. Also, it offers
a naı̈ve way to infuse syntactic information as an
embedding or feature (Ma et al., 2019; Wang et al.,
2019). Such encodings have been evaluated on English and multi-lingual setups, but there is no study
about their behaviour on low-resource setups, and
what strengths and weaknesses they might exhibit.

Different linearizations have been proposed to
cast dependency parsing as sequence labeling
and solve the task as: (i) a head selection problem, (ii) finding a representation of the token
arcs as bracket strings, or (iii) associating partial transition sequences of a transition-based
parser to words. Yet, there is little understanding about how these linearizations behave in
low-resource setups. Here, we first study their
data efficiency, simulating data-restricted setups from a diverse set of rich-resource treebanks. Second, we test whether such differences manifest in truly low-resource setups.
The results show that head selection encodings
are more data-efficient and perform better in
an ideal (gold) framework, but that such advantage greatly vanishes in favour of bracketing formats when the running setup resembles
a real-world low-resource configuration.

1

Introduction

Dependency parsing (Mel’cuk et al., 1988; Kübler
et al., 2009) has achieved clear improvements in
recent years, to the point that graph-based (Martins
et al., 2013; Dozat et al., 2017) and transition-based
(Ma et al., 2018; Fernández-González and GómezRodrı́guez, 2019) parsers are already very accurate
on certain setups, such as English news. In this
line, Berzak et al. (2016) have pointed out that the
performance on these setups is already on par with
that expected from experienced human annotators.
Thus, the efforts have started to focus on related problems such as parsing different domains
or multi-lingual scenarios (Sato et al., 2017; Song
et al., 2019; Ammar et al., 2016), creating faster
models (Volokh, 2013; Chen and Manning, 2014),
designing low-resource and cross-lingual parsing
techniques (Tiedemann et al., 2014; Zhang et al.,
2019), or infusing syntactic knowledge into models
(Strubell et al., 2018; Rotman and Reichart, 2019).

Contribution We study the behaviour of linearizations for dependency parsing as sequence
labeling in low-resource setups. First, we explore
their data efficiency, i.e. if they can exploit their
full potential with less supervised data. To do so,
we simulate different data-restricted setups from
a diverse set of rich-resource treebanks. Second,
we shed light about their performance on truly
low-resource treebanks. The goal is to determine
whether tendencies from the experiments in the
previous phase hold when the language is truly
low-resource and when secondary effects of realworld low-resource setups, such as using predicted
part-of-speech (PoS) tags or no PoS tags, impact
more certain types of linearizations.

2

Related work

Low-resource parsing has been explored from
perspectives such as unsupervised parsing, data
augmentation, cross-lingual learning, or dataefficiency of models. For instance, on unsupervised
parsing, Klein and Manning (2004) and Spitkovsky
et al. (2010) have worked on generative models to
determine whether to continue or stop attaching de-
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pendents to a token, while others (Le and Zuidema,
2015; Mohananey et al., 2020) have studied how to
use self-training for unsupervised parsing.
On data augmentation, McClosky et al. (2006)
used self-training to annotate extra data, while others have focused on linguistically motivated approaches to augment treebanks. This is the case
of Vania et al. (2019) or Dehouck and GómezRodrı́guez (2020), who have proposed methods
to replace subtrees within a given sentence.
On cross-lingual learning, authors such as
Søgaard (2011) or McDonald et al. (2011) trained
delexicalized parsers in a source rich-resource treebank, which are then used to parse a low-resource
target language. Falenska and Çetinoğlu (2017)
explored lexicalized versus delexicalized parsers
and compared them on low-resource treebanks, depending on factors such as the treebank size and
the PoS tags performance. Wang and Eisner (2018)
created synthetic treebanks that resemble the target language by permuting constituents of distant
treebanks. Naseem et al. (2012) and Täckström
et al. (2013) tackled this same issue, but from the
model side, training on rich-resource languages in
such way the model learns to detect the aspects of
the source languages that are relevant for the target
language. Recently, Mulcaire et al. (2019) used a
LSTM to build a polyglot language model, which
is then used to train on top of it a parser that shows
cross-lingual abilities in zero-shot setups.
On data-efficiency, research work has explored
the impact of the use of different amounts of data,
motivated by the lack of annotated data or by the
lack of quality of it. For instance, Lacroix et al.
(2016a) showed how a transition-based parser with
a dynamic oracle can be used without any modifications to parse partially annotated data. They found
that this setup is useful to train low-resource parsers
on sentence-aligned texts, from a rich-resource treebank to an automatically translated low-resource
language, where only precisely aligned tokens are
used for the projection in the target dataset. Lacroix
et al. (2016b) studied the effect that pre-processing
and post-processing has in annotation projection,
and concluded that quality should prevail over
quantity. Related to training with restricted data,
Anderson and Gómez-Rodrı́guez (2020) showed
that when distilling a graph-based parser for faster
inference time, models with smaller treebanks suffered less. Dehouck et al. (2020) also distilled models for Enhanced Universal Dependencies (EUD)

parsing with different amounts of data, observing that less training data usually translated into
slightly lower performance, while offering better
energy consumption. Garcia et al. (2018) showed,
in the context of Romance languages, that peeking
samples from related languages and adapting them
to the target language is useful to train a model
that performs on par with one trained on fully (but
still limited) manually annotated data. Restricted
to constituent parsing, Shi et al. (2020) analyzed
the role of the dev data in unsupervised parsing.
They pointed out that many unsupervised parsers
use the score on the dev set as a signal for hyperparameter updates, and show that by using a handful of samples from that development set to train
a counterpart supervised model, the results outperformed those of the unsupervised setup. Finally,
there is work describing the impact that the size of
the parsing training data has on downstream tasks
that use syntactic information as part of the input
(Sagae et al., 2008; Gómez-Rodrı́guez et al., 2019).

3

Preliminaries

In what follows, we review the existing families of
encodings for parsing as sequence labeling (§3.1)
and the models that we will be using (§3.2).
3.1

Encodings for sequence labeling
dependency parsing

Sequence labeling assigns one output label to every input token. Many problems are cast as sequence labeling due to its fast and simple nature,
like PoS tagging, chunking, super tagging, namedentity recognition, semantic role labeling, and parsing. For dependency parsing, to create a linearized
tree it suffices to assign each word wi a discrete label of the form (xi , li ), where li is the dependency
type and xi encodes a subset of the arcs of the tree
related to such word. Although only labels seen
in the training data can be predicted, Strzyz et al.
(2020) show that the coverage is almost complete.
We distinguish three families of encodings, which
we now review (see also Figure 1).
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Head-selection encodings (Spoustová and
Spousta, 2010; Li et al., 2018; Strzyz et al., 2019).
Each word label component xi encodes its head as
an index or an (abstracted) offset. This can be done
by labeling the target word with the (absolute)
index of its head token, or by using a relative
offset that accounts for the difference between the
dependent and head indexes. In this work, we

2-planar bracketing encodings (2pb ).
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Figure 1: Example of the linearizations used in this
work in a sentence from the AfrikaansAfriBooms treebank.
Dependency types are omitted for simplicity.

chose a relative PoS-based encoding (rph ) that
has shown to perform consistently better among
the linerarizations of this family. Here, xi is a tuple
(pi , oi ), such that if oi > 0 the head of wi is the
oi th word to the right of wi whose PoS tag is pi ; if
oi < 0, the head of wi is the oi th word to the left
of wi whose PoS tag is pi . Among its advantages,
we find the capacity to encode any non-projective
tree and words being directly and only linked to
its head, but on the other hand it is dependent on
external factors (e.g. PoS tags).1
Bracketing-based encodings (Yli-Jyrä and
Gómez-Rodrı́guez, 2017). Each xi encodes a
sort of incoming and outgoing arcs of a given
word and its neighbors, represented as bracket
strings. More particularly, in Strzyz et al. (2019)
each xi is a string that follows the expression
(<)?((\)*|(/)*)(>)?, where < means that
wi−1 has an incoming arc from the right, k times
\ means that wi has k outgoing arcs towards the
left, k times / means that wi−1 has k outgoing
arcs to the right, and > means that wi has an arc
coming from the left. This encoding produces a
compressed label set while not relying on external
features, such as PoS tags. However, when it
comes to non-projectivity, it can only analyze
crossing arcs in opposite directions. To counteract
this, it is possible to define a linearization using a
second independent pair of brackets (denoted with
‘*’) to encode a 2-planar tree (Strzyz et al., 2020).2
In this work we are considering experiments with
both the restricted non-projective (rxb ) and the

Transition-based
encodings (GómezRodrı́guez et al., 2020). Each xi encodes a
sub-sequence of the transitions to be generated
by a left-to-right transition-based parser. Given
a sequence of transitions t = t1 , ..., tm with
exactly n read transitions3 , it splits t into n chunks
and assigns the ith chunk to the ith word. Its
main advantage is more abstract, allowing to
automatically derive encodings relying on any
left-to-right transition based parser (including
dependency, constituency and semantic parsers).
According to Gómez-Rodrı́guez et al. (2020),
they produce worse results than the bracketing
encodings, but we include them in this work for
completeness. In particular, we consider mappings
from arc-hybrid (Kuhlmann et al., 2011) (ahtb )
and Covington (2001) (ctb ), which are projective and non-projective transition-based algorithms.
To post-process corrupted predicted labels, we follow the heuristics described in each encoding paper.
3.2

Sequence labeling framework

Notes Let w be a sequence of words
[w1 , w2 , ..., w|w| ], then w
~ is a sequence of
word vectors that will be used as the input to
our models. Each w
~ i will be a concatenation
of: (i) a word embedding, (ii) a second word
embedding computed through a char-LSTM, (iii)
and optionally a PoS tag embedding (we will
discuss more about this last point in §4).
We use bidirectional long short-term memory networks (biLSTMs; Hochreiter and Schmidhuber,
1997; Schuster and Paliwal, 1997) to train our sequence labeling parsers. BiLSTMs are a strong
baseline used in recent work across a number
of tasks (Yang and Zhang, 2018; Reimers and
Gurevych, 2017). More particularly, we use two
layers of biLSTMs, and each hidden vector h~i from
the last biLSTM layer (associated to each input vector w
~i ) is fed to separate feed-forward networks that
are in charge of predicting each of the label components of the linearization (i.e. xi and li ) using softmaxes, relying on hard-sharing multi-task learning
(MTL; Caruana, 1997; Ruder, 2017). Following
3

In left-to-right parsers, a read transition is an action that
puts a word from the buffer into the stack. For algorithms such
as the arc-standard or arc-hybrid this is only the shift action, while in the arc-eager both the shift and right-arc
actions are read transitions. See also (Nivre, 2008).

1

Other head-selection variants encode arcs based on word
properties different than PoS tags (Lacroix, 2019).
2
An x-planar tree can be separated into x planes, where
the arcs belonging to the same plane do not cross.
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§3.1, for all the encodings, except the 2-planar encoding, we will use a 2-task MTL setup: one task
will predict xi according to each encoding specifics,
and the other one will predict the dependency type,
li . For the 2-planar bracketing encoding, which
uses a second pair of brackets to predict the arcs
from the second plane, we use instead a 3-task MTL
setup, where the difference is that the prediction
of xi is split into two tasks: one that predicts the
first plane brackets and another task that predicts
the brackets from the second plane.4
It is worth noting that for this particular work we
skipped computational expensive models, such as
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019). There are three main
reasons for this. First, the experiments in this paper
imply training a total of 760 parsing models (see
more details in §4), making the training on BERT
(or variants) less practical. Second, there is not
a multilingual or specific-language BERT model
for all languages, and this could be the source of
uncontrolled variables that could have an impact on
the performance, and thereof on the conclusions.5
Third, even under the assumption of all languagespecific BERT models being available, these are
pre-trained on different data that add extra noise,
which could be undesirable for our purpose.

4

Experimental setups For experiments 1 and 2,
we consider three setups that might have a different
impact across the encodings:
1. Gold PoS tags setup: We train and run the
models under an ideal framework that uses
gold PoS tags as part of the input. The reason is that encodings such as rph rely on PoS
tags to rebuild the linearized tree. This way,
using gold PoS tags helps estimate the optimal data-efficiency and learnability of these
parsers under perfect (but unreal) conditions.
2. Predicted PoS tags setup: Setup 1 cannot truly
reflect the performance that the encodings
would obtain under real-world data-restricted
conditions. Predicted PoS tags will be less
helpful because their quality will degrade.
This issue can affect more to the rph encoding, since it requires them to rebuild the tree
from the labels, and miss-predicted PoS tags
could propagate errors during decoding. Here,
we train taggers for each treebank, using the
same architecture used for the parsers. To be
coherent with the data-restricted setups, taggers will be trained on the same amount of
data used for the parsers. Appendix A discusses the PoS taggers performance.

Methodology and experiments

3. No PoS tags setup: We train the models without using any PoS tags as part of the input. It is
worth noting that the setup is somewhat forced
for the rph encoding, since we will still need
to externally run the taggers to obtain the PoS
tags and rebuild the tree. Yet, we include the
PoS-based encoding for completeness, and to
have a better understanding about how different families of encodings suffer from not (or
minimally) using PoS tags. For instance, that
is a simple way to obtain simpler and faster
parsing models, as part of the pipeline does
not need to be executed, and the input vectors
to the models will be smaller, translating into
faster executions too. Also, in low-resource
setups, PoS tags might not be available or the
tagging models are not accurate enough to
help deep learning models (Zhou et al., 2020;
Anderson and Gómez-Rodrı́guez, 2021).

We design two studies, detailed in §4.1 and 4.2:
1. We explore if some encodings are more dataefficient than others. To do so, we will simulate data-restricted setups, selecting richresource languages and using partial data. The
goal is to test if some encodings are learnable
with fewer data, or if other ones could obtain a
better performance instead, but only under the
assumption of very large data being available.
2. We focus on truly low-resource setups. This
can be seen as a confirmation experiment to
see if the findings under data-restricted setups
hold for under-studied languages, and to confirm what sequence labeling linearizations are
more recommendable under these conditions.
4
We used 3 tasks because it establishes a more fair comparison in terms of label sparsity and follows previous work.
5
Also, for the case of multilingual models, there is literature that concludes different about what makes a language
beneficial for other under a BERT-based framework. For instance, Wu and Dredze (2019) conclude that sharing a large
amount sub-word pieces is important, while authors such as
Pires et al. (2019) or Artetxe et al. (2020) state otherwise.

4.1

Experiment 1: Encodings data-efficiency

Data We chose 11 treebanks from UD2.7
(Zeman et al., 2020) with more than 10 000
training sentences:
GermanHDT , CzechPDT ,
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# Sentences
100
500
1 000
5 000
10 000

RussianSynTagRus ,
Classical
ChineseKyoto ,
PersianPDT , EstonianEDT , RomanianNonstandard ,
KoreanKaist , Ancient GreekPROIEL , HindiHDTB and
LatvianLVTB . They consider different families,
scripts and levels of non-projectivity (see Appendix
B). To simulate data-restricted setups, we created
training subsets of 100, 500, 1 000, 5 000 and
10 000 samples, as well as the total training set.
The training sets were shuffled before the division.
Setup To assess the data-efficiency, we proceed
as follows. As the rph encoding has showed
the strongest performance in previous work for
multi-lingual setups (Strzyz et al., 2019; GómezRodrı́guez et al., 2020), we are taking these models
as the reference and an a priori upper bound. Then,
we compute the difference of the mean UAS (across
the 11 treebanks) between the rph and each of the
other linearizations, for all the models trained up to
10 000 sentences. The goal is to determine which
encodings suffer more when training with limited
data and monitor to what extent the tendency holds
as more data is introduced. We compute the statistically significant difference between the rph and
the other encodings, using the p-value (p < 0.05)
of a paired t-test on the scores distribution, following recommended practices for dependency parsing
(Dror et al., 2018). Finally, we show specific results
for the models trained on the whole treebanks. In
this work, we will report UAS over LAS, since the
differences in the encodings lie in how they encode
the dependency arcs and not their types.
Results Tables 1, 2 and 3 show the difference of
the mean UAS for each encoding with respect to
the rph one; for the gold PoS tags, predicted PoS
tags and no PoS tags setups, respectively. For the
gold PoS tags setup, the rph encoding performs
better than the bracketing (rxb and 2pb ) and the
transition-based (ahtb and ctb ) encodings, for all
the training splits. Yet, the gap narrows as the
number of training sentence increases. For the
predicted PoS tags setup, the relative PoS-based
encoding performs better for the smallest set of
100 sentences, but slightly worse for the sets of
500 and 1 000 sentences with respect to rxb and
2pb . With more data, the tendency resembles the
one from the gold PoS tags setup. Third, for the
setup without PoS tags, the tendency reverses. The
bracketing encodings perform better, particularly
for the smallest test sets, but the gap narrows as the
number of training sentences increases.

rph
68.34
76.94
80.29
86.54
88.26

rxb
-2.15
-1.58
-1.42
-1.16
-0.8

2pb
-2.42
-1.5
-1.43
-1.26
-0.72

ahtb
-5.82
-5.21
-5.16
-3.62
-3.52

ctb
-9.96
-9.35
-8.9
-7.04
-5.67

Table 1: Average UAS difference for the subsets of the
rich-resource treebanks under the gold PoS tags setup.
Blue and yellow cells show the UAS increase and decrease with respect to the rph encoding, respectively.
# Sentences
100
500
10̇00
5 000
10 000

rph
41.87
63.45
68.10
78.56
82.29

rxb
-0.42
-0.01
0.25
-0.62
-0.37

2pb
-0.19
0.14
0.17
-0.63
-0.36

ahtb
-1.9
-1.96
-2.44
-2.53
-2.49

ctb
-3.59
-5.73
-5.53
-5.44
-4.44

Table 2: Average UAS difference for the subsets of the
rich-resource treebanks under the predicted PoS tags
setup.
# Sentences
100
500
1 000
5 000
10 000

rph
35.60
58.63
63.99
75.57
79.90

rxb
9.06
3.04
3.59
1.47
1.22

2pb
9.31
2.45
3.42
1.55
1.54

ahtb
7.57
0.99
0.83
-0.19
-0.87

ctb
4.83
-2.26
-2.24
-3.07
-2.93

Table 3: Average UAS difference for the subsets of the
rich-resource treebanks under the no PoS tags setup.

Discussion The results from the experiments
shed light about differences existing across different encodings and running configurations. First,
under an ideal, gold environment, the rph encoding makes a better use of limited data than the
bracketing and transition-based encodings. Second, the predicted PoS tag setup shows that the
performance of the PoS taggers can have a significant impact on the performance for the rph
encoding. More interestingly, weaknesses from
different encodings seem to manifest to different
extents depending on the amount of training data.
For instance, when training data is scarce (100 sentences), bracketing encodings still cannot outperform the rph encoding, despite the lower performance of the PoS taggers. However, when working
with setups ranging from 500 to 1000 sentences,
there is a slight advantage of the bracketing encodings with respect to rph , suggesting that with
this amount of data, bracketing encodings could
be the preferable choice, since they seem able to
exploit their potential in a better way than the rph
encoding can exploit not fully accurate PoS tags.
With more training samples, the relative PoS-based
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rph
grc 77.84
lzh 79.99
cs 88.67
et 77.85
de 94.51
hi 89.43
ko 79.39
lv 62.56
fa 89.14
ro 85.28
ru 83.35
Avg 82.55

encoding is again the best performing model across
the board. In §4.2 we will discuss deeper how
for truly low-resources languages the advantage in
favour of bracketing representations exacerbates
more for the predicted and no PoS tags setups.
rph
grc 83.09
lzh 90.21
cs 91.61
et 85.62
de 96.69
hi 94.69
ko 87.26
85.3
lv
fa 92.61
ro 90.49
ru 91.23
Avg 89.89

rxb
2pb
−−
79.89
81.7−
89.56− 89.24−
90.49−− 90.91−−
84.79− 84.91−
95.95−− 96.38−−
94.09−− 94.43−
86.24−− 86.52−
83.88− 84.01−
92.07− 92.44−
89.68− 89.63−−
90.1−− 90.1−−
88.79
89.12

ahtb
78.57−−
89.04−−
88.18−−
81.86−−
95.15−−
93.05−−
85.68−−
80.88−−
90.45−−
87.39−−
88.19−−
87.13

ctb
79.86−−
89.18−
85.64−−
81.11−−
86.51−−
85.02−−
84.06−−
81.38−−
87.09−−
86.38−−
84.96−−
84.65

rxb
77.41−
81.02+
88.2−
79.69++
95.09++
91.7++
82.18++
71.17++
90.39++
86.41+
83.98++
84.29

2pb
79.16+
80.75+
88.64−
79.99++
95.41++
91.98++
82.15++
72.38++
90.48++
86.94++
84.5++
84.76

ahtb
75.64−
81.11++
85.8−−
77.15−
94.18−
90.72++
81.88++
66.78++
88.49−
84.25−
83.42++
82.67

ctb
76.99−
81.42++
84.23−−
76.27−
83.54−−
82.86−−
80.3++
69.38++
84.54−−
83.04−−
80.26−−
80.26

Table 6: UAS for the rich-resource treebanks, using the
whole training set and the no PoS tags setup.

af
cop
fo
hu
lt
mt
mr
ta
te
wo
Avg

Table 4: UAS for the rich-resource treebanks, using the
whole training set and the gold PoS tags setup. The red
(- -) and green cells (++) show that a given encoding performed worse or better than the rph model, and that the
difference is statistically significant. Lime and yellow
cells mean that there is no a significant difference between a given encoding and the rph , appending a + or
a − when they performed better or worse than the rph .

rph
rxb
2pb
88.02 85.7−− 85.48−−
88.73 88.43− 88.72−
84.04 83.76− 84.09+
79.75 76.14−− 76.13−−
51.98 50.28− 50.19−
81.81 81.05− 80.82−
77.43 76.46− 75.97−
74.96 73.1−
71.9−
+
90.01 91.26
90.43+
86.19 84.64−− 84.51−−
80.29 79.08
78.82

ahtb
81.84−−
85.5−−
81.78−−
71.66−−
45.0−
76.78−−
76.94−
71.74−
90.01+
80.65−−
76.19

ctb
78.6−−
84.35−−
79.53−−
64.27−−
46.6−
74.98−−
73.54−
66.01−−
89.46−
77.43−−
73.48

Table 7: UAS for the low-resource treebanks for the
gold PoS tags setup.
rph
grc 80.2
lzh 79.93
cs 90.04
et 81.07
de 95.85
hi 92.22
ko 84.25
lv 70.65
fa 90.39
ro 87.32
ru 88.71
Avg 85.51

rxb
2pb
−−
77.61
79.21−
79.8−
79.42−
−−
88.93
89.34−−
80.36− 80.34−
95.14−− 95.54−−
91.76− 92.21−
83.44− 83.42−
71.98++ 71.08+
89.8−
90.32−
86.64− 86.49−
88.13− 88.24−
84.87
85.06

ahtb
76.49−−
79.41−
86.67−−
77.71−−
94.34−−
90.72−−
82.98−−
68.9−
88.27−−
84.44−−
85.93−−
83.26

ctb
77.71−
79.54−
84.25−−
76.95−−
85.79−−
83.24−−
81.25−−
68.97−
85.28−−
83.5−−
82.96−−
80.86

4.2

Experiment 2: Encodings performance
on truly low-resource languages

Data We choose the 10 smallest treebanks6
(in terms of training sentences) that had
a dev set:
LithuanianHSE , MarathiUFAL ,
HungarianSzeged ,
TeluguMTG ,
TamilTTB ,
FaroeseFarPaHC , CopticScriptorium , MalteseMUDT ,
WolofWTB and AfrikaansAfriBooms (see Appendix
B). Their sizes range between 153 and 1350
training sentences, most being around or between
500 and 1 000 (see Appendix C).

Table 5: UAS for the rich-resource treebanks, using the
whole training set and the predicted PoS tags setup.

Tables 4, 5 and 6 show the UAS on the full training sets of the rich-resource treebanks for the gold
PoS tags, predicted PoS tags, and no PoS tags setups. The goal is to show if under large amounts
of data some of the encodings could perform on
par with rph , since Tables 1 and 2 indicated that
differences in performance across encodings decreased when the number of training samples increase. Although performance across encodings
becomes closer, their ranking remains the same.
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Setup We rerun a subset of the experiments from
§4.1, to check if the results follow the same trends,
and conclusions are therefore similar.
Results Tables 7, 8 and 9 show the UAS for each
encoding and treebank for the gold PoS tags setup,
the predicted PoS tags setup and the no PoS tags
setup, respectively. Again, under perfect conditions, the relative PoS-based encoding performs
overall better, except for Telugu, which seems to
6
Code switching treebanks and small treebanks of richresource languages were not considered.

rph
af 81.84
cop 85.77
fo 77.04
hu 70.52
lt
30.28
mt 74.6
mr 66.99
ta 57.11
te 86.41
wo 76.88
Avg 70.74

rxb
80.29−
86.25+
76.97−
68.51−
34.53+
75.64+
67.96+
60.73+
87.93+
76.4−
71.52

2pb
79.9−
85.92+
77.52+
68.77−
33.11+
75.07+
67.23+
57.57+
87.93+
76.3−
70.93

ahtb
77.3−−
83.14−−
75.23−
64.98−−
31.23+
71.17−−
68.93+
58.77+
86.96+
73.24−−
69.10

ctb
73.61−−
81.84−−
74.24−
58.37−−
29.91−
70.35−−
67.23+
55.51−
86.69+
70.84−−
66.86

performed better for the predicted PoS tags setup
in Table 2, i.e. from 500 to 1 000 sentences (see
Appendix C). Yet, the better performance of bracketing encodings is more evident when running on
real low-resource treebanks. This does not only
suggest that the bracketing encodings are better for
real low-resource sequence labeling parsing, but it
could also pose more general limitations for other
low-resource NLP tasks that are evaluated only on
‘faked’ low-resource setups, and that could lead to
incomplete or even misleading conclusions.
Overall, the results suggest that bracketing encodings are the most suitable linearizations for real
low-resource sequence labeling parsing.

Table 8: UAS for the low-resource treebanks for the
predicted PoS tags setup.
rph
af 79.86
cop 84.36
fo 73.98
hu 63.63
26.89
lt
mt 70.95
mr 64.08
ta 52.79
te 85.44
wo 73.11
Avg 67.51

rxb
2pb
ahtb
ctb
+
+
−−
80.78
80.07
75.47
73.76−−
85.76+ 85.13+ 83.07− 81.28−−
77.08++ 77.04++ 75.07+ 73.67−
65.21+
64.8+
62.04− 56.17−−
34.62++ 35.38++ 34.06++ 32.92+
75.5++ 75.3++ 71.69+ 70.32−
66.75+ 67.96+ 69.66+ 64.56+
60.03++ 56.61+ 59.58++ 54.95+
88.49+ 88.63+
87.1+
86.82+
++
++
+
77.17
76.95
74.01
70.86−
71.14
70.79
69.18
66.53

5

Table 9: UAS for the low-resource treebanks for the no
PoS tags setup.

be an outlier. For the predicted PoS tags setup, the
bracketing-based encodings perform consistently
better for most of the treebanks. For the no PoS
tags setup, the bracketing-based encodings obtain,
on average, more than 3 points than the relative
PoS-head selection encoding, which even performs
worse than the transition-based encodings.
Discussion These experiments help elaborate on
the findings of §4.1. With respect to the ideal gold
PoS tags setup, things do not change much, and
the relative PoS-based encoding performs overall better. Still, this should not be taken as a
ground truth about how the encodings will perform in real-world setups. For instance, for the
predicted PoS tags setup, the bracketing-based encodings perform consistently better in most of the
treebanks. This reinforces some of the suspicions
found in the experiments of Table 2, where training
on rich-resource languages, but with limited data,
revealed that bracketing encodings performed better, although just slightly. Also, it is worth noting
that most of the low-resource treebanks tested in
this work have a number of training sentences in
the range where the bracketing-based encodings

Conclusion

We have studied sequence labeling encodings
for dependency parsing in low-resource setups.
First, we explored which encodings are more dataefficient under different conditions that include the
use of gold PoS tags, predicted PoS tags and no
PoS tags as part of the input. By restricting training
data for rich-resource treebanks, we observe that although bracketing encodings are less data-efficient
than head-selection ones under ideal conditions,
this disadvantage can vanish when the input conditions are not gold and data is limited. Second, we
studied their performance under the same running
configurations, but on truly low-resource languages.
These results show more clearly the greatest utility
of bracketing encodings over the rest of the ones
when training data is limited and the quality of external factors, such as PoS tags, is affected by the
low-resource nature of the problem.
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10 000
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Taggers accuracy

Table 10: Average accuracy of the taggers for the splits
of the rich-resource treebanks and the complete lowresource treebanks.

Appendix B

de
cs
ru
lzh
fa
et
ro
ko
grc
hi
lv
af
cop
fo
hu
lt
mt
mr
ta
te
wo

Treebanks information

% Non-projective
sentences
6.76
11.49
7.53
0.01
14.22
3.22
5.43
21.70
37.52
13.60
6.53
22.23
13.24
0.19
27.10
14.07
3.86
6.01
1.67
0.15
2.99

Family

Script

IE (Germanic)
IE (West Slavic)
IE (East Slavic)
Sino-Tibetan
IE (Iranian)
Uralic
IE (Romance)
Korean
IE (Greek)
IE (Indo-Aryan)
IE (Baltic)
IE (Germanic)
Afro-Asiatic
IE (Germanic)
Uralic
IE (Baltic)
Semitic
IE (Indo-Aryan)
Dravidian
Dravidian
Niger-Congo

Latin
Latin
Cyrillic
Chinese characters
Persian
Latin
Latin
Korean
Greek
Devanagari
Latin
Latin
Coptic
Latin
Latin
Latin
Latin
Devanagari
Tamil
Telugu
Latin

Table 11: Information about the treebanks used.

Appendix C

Low-resource treebank sizes

AfrikaansAfriBooms
CopticScriptorium
FaroeseFarPaHC
HungarianSzeged
LithuanianHSE
MalteseMUDT
MarathiUFAL
TamilTTB
TeluguMTG
WolofWTB

# Sentences
1 315
1 089
1020
910
153
1 123
373
400
1 051
1 188

Table 12: Number of training sentences for the lowresource treebanks used.

